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Established in 2012, Jennchem Australia manufactures, supplies and installs 
ventilation devices, specialty cement and polymeric chemicals for ground 
support systems in the coal mining, hard rock mining and civil industries.

Our parent company, Jennchem USA, is a leading designer and installer of 
chemical roof support, rock stabilisation and ventilation systems across the 
United States. The expertise derived from being a partner of Jennmar and part 
of a global group and working on diverse international projects, enhances our 
ability to solve ground support challenges.

Jennchem’s central lab and test facility conducts meticulous and ongoing 
testing to ensure reliability and consistency of all products. Jennchem Australia 
benefits from, and contributes to, this global transfer of technology. We are 
fully committed to the safety of the people we serve at the mine site and to 
improving the efficiency of ground control and standing roof support at the 
mines through our experienced workforce.

Jennchem will continue to explore and transform chemical solutions into 
innovative new products that are consistent and reliable under the most 
demanding strata control challenges.
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Jennchem J-URR grout is a roadway 
repair product designed for the immediate 
rehabilitation of underground mine 
roadways effected by ongoing wet and 
muddy conditions.  The J-URR grout 
requires no specialist equipment enabling 
simple repair of problematic areas of 
roadways, returning them to full service 
within minutes of grout placement.

J-URR Grout Supply
• 1 Tonne bulk bags
• 20kg bags 

Application:
• Empty J-URR grout onto area
• Back blade or smooth over with shovel
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Mine personnel loaded a duckbill with 
4 bulk bags of J-URR grout and the 
bags were taken to a pre-determined 
underground location prior to the 
application.  Four bulk bags of J-URR 
grout were emptied into an 8m long x 3m 
wide x 300mm deep swilly with a slight 
mud base (no preparation of the swilly 
was required prior to the application).  
A loader was used to hold the bags as 
close to the ground as possible whilst the 
grout was being emptied to ensure very 
little dust was created in the area.  The 
grout was simply levelled using a shovel 
with no additional equipment required.
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 As the J-URR grout was being placed it was 
noticeable how fast the product was setting.  
The J-URR grout was able to be walked upon 
whilst smoothing out the product with a shovel 
(foot traffic 1-2 minutes after placement).  
20-30 minutes after placement of the J-URR 
grout a drift runner vehicle was driven over the 
rehabilitated area.  The vehicle was driven back 
and forth over the grouted area 4 times with 
no impact on the placed grout and no wheel or 
vehicle marks could be seen.
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